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Confession: While I'm on the latest and best cosmetic products (it comes with a work territory on Allure-life can be tough), one part of my collection was shamefully lacking a makeup brush. Ever since I remember, I've been content to take my mom's castoffs and freebies from department store gift sets. The result is a
mess of mismatched, not very effective tools. But a recent conversation I had with make-up artist Troy Surratt made me think twice. He told me that brushes are the most important part of his kit, and that he would spend a ton of energy finding exactly the ones that are right to get the most out of makeup. Luckily for me,
the universe must have caught the whiff of my brush of envy. The other day, Sonia Kashuk sent me the most cut-out set I've ever seen - part of a Tribe kit from their spring collection- and it inspires me to finish my sloppy brushes. The six brushes work very well (I have a foundation brush now!), the kit won't break the
bank, and the tribal print handles look fantastic on my bathroom counter. To give my new acquisitions the respect they deserve, I also decided to take care of them properly. Dermatologist Francesca Fusco recommends washing the tools monthly with liquid hand soap or baby shampoo in warm water (hot water can
cause the bristles to fall out). Rinse well, squeeze excess water, change shape, and dry, balancing the brushes over the sink. Weekly, spritz them with antibacterial spray, like Colorescience Pro Brush Pure Spray, and dry with cloth. RELATED: Bobby Brown Explains How to Clean Your Makeup Brush Insiders Guide:
How to Choose Makeup Brush How to Choose Makeup Brushes Our Editors Independently Research, Test, and Recommend The Best Products; You can find out more about our review process here. We may receive commissions for purchases made on selected links. You would be hard pressed to find someone who
doesn't believe that makeup brushes are an integral part of any beauty routine. Of course there are mixing sponges and even our own (clean) fingers that can do the job, but for really accurate application of eyeshadow, bronzer, and more, and a finish that makes your skin look like you've just stepped out of a
professional makeup studio- you'll need the right makeup brush in complete. Period. To this end, we have collected the best makeup brushes for beginners and pros, for those on and off budget, and for all the imaginable things you would need them. Read on to discover the best makeup brushes you can buy now. This
makeup brush isn't the most affordable out there, but its versatility and efficiency make it well worth the price. Since it can mix liquid, cream and powder make-up, including foundation, bronzer, and contour, it takes place of several brushes in your routine. What's more, the bristles feel like a pillow against the skin and
reveal a flawless flawless Another advantage (for good measure): Even the handle was specially designed for the perfect grip, so you can slide the brush across your face, neck and chest without getting cramps. Provided by e.l.f. Cosmetics e.l.f. Cosmetics makeup brushes are readily available and available, making
them a great option for make-up beginners. With this set, you'll get everything you need if you're a beginner, on a budget, or both, all in a waterproof zip-up case. It's a good combination of face and eye brushes, including a favorite C eye shadow brush (which is perfect for packing on the shade), an angular brush for
blush or contour, and a fluffy powder brush. If you need to build your makeup brush collection from scratch, this set is a great way to start without emptying your pockets. This versatile fan brush has a mixture of cruelty-free bristles with a tapered design to evenly apply loose or pressed powder to airbrush the face. Its
also a great choice for a marker or bronzer and you get professional quality without a designer price. Courtesy of Pat McGrath Labs This brush is condescending for sure, but an oversized, fluffy, reliable one is on it. Aside from the actual functionality, the best part of this giant Is Pat McGrath Labs brushing up as a
luxurious bristles feel against the skin. Soft, synthetic bristles and a slightly tapered dome shape diffuse bronzer without much work, which is a relief if you've ever tried to salvage a spotted bronzer. The brush also allows you to pick up and disable the product as you need. This beautiful brush is pastel eye candy, but
that's just one of the reasons why we love it. Another? Its dense, soft bristles massage the product and resist the shedding. You can use it to mix both the cream and powder contour while keeping the product exactly where you placed it. Provided by Nordstrom To properly fold the eyeshadow, you need a brush with a
short, dense, rounded head. This Sigma brush has a synthetic bristles that grabs your eyeshadow easily and gently pat on cream or powder pigment all over the lid without poking you in the eye. Provided MAC Shimmer shadows may seem bait and switch without the right hand. They will flicker into the pan, only to cover
the finger and refuse to pass on the lid or barely stick the brush at all. On the other hand, the scenic MAC 242S cathously tricks the tricky shimmer, duo-chrome and shadow foil on the eyes with its flat synthetic bristles. It also applies regular matte shadows without problems. Courtesy Sephora If you need to mix a
transient shade or soften the edges, brush with longer bristles like this one from Make Up For Ever, this is your best bet. A large, flared synthetic head brush scatters the color throughout the lid and mixes shade colors with ease. And since Is on the longer end, go with a gentle hand for better control-try-control-try Brush
towards the end as you mix. Courtesy Sephora For liquid foundation look for a dense brush with a flat top. This Cover FX brush works with liquid, cream and powder formulas; Its tightly packed bristles can buff the liquid foundation into the skin for an airbrush finish. It also maneuvers the foundation along the hairline and
makes the little product go a long way. The brush is smaller than the traditional polishing brushes, but the smaller size allows you to better control. For a powder brush, you don't have to go high-end. You do, however, need a brush with soft enough bristles to dust the powder over the makeup without stripes. Synthetic
bristles on this fluffy, rounded Real Techniques brush picks up the powder and puts it flawlessly on the skin. No poky bristles, cakiness, or relentless shedding with that. If you're following a brush set that you can lean on when applying an entire makeup look-from eye shadow to your foundation for your bronzer, blush,
and marker, then this 24-piece set from SHANY is definitely one for you. These professional-grade brushes are made with a expertly curated blend of sobl, badger-goat, and pony hair and microfibra bristles that allow the most seamless blends each time. Each brush is soft, elastic and durable, so you don't have to worry
about it falling apart after one use. This set, in particular, features oak and rosewood handles with a sleek, black finish. Each brush is hypoallergenic and antibacterial, so it will not be the culprit of any break out between washes. It also comes in a vegan leather brush roll, so it's easy to stash or take it with you when you
travel. When looking for a makeup brush you always want to choose a high quality option that makes any products you use-high-end or pharmacy-apply seamlessly. While it's easy to find these options, the same can't be said when you're just looking to invest in cruelty-free brushes that work very well. But EcoTools has
changed that in a big way with their all-star, non-cruelty makeup brush. The brand's brushes are made of Taklon bristles without cruelty, resistant bamboo handles and other natural and recyclable materials. This set of brushes lay down eyeshadow, buff the effect in bronzer, and will allow you to draw a face without any
stripes or uneven application. This mini trio of eyeshadow brushes is the perfect stash for your night bag. It comes with a pencil brush for greasing the bottom line of the eyelashes or corner highlight, mixing the brush to blow out the creases, and a flat toner is great for applying shimmering shades and intense colors. Of
course there are mixing sponges and even our own (clean) fingers that can do the job, but for a really accurate application of eyeshadow, And more, you need the right makeup brush complete. At the top of our list is Artis Artis Mirror Oval 8 brush (see Sephora). It's not the most affordable option out there, but its
versatility and efficiency make it well worth the price. It can combine several types of products, making it a one-stop shop. To make your buck spread further, e.l.f. Cosmetic makeup brushes (see Ulta) are readily available and affordable, making them a great option for makeup beginners. With this set, you'll get everything
you need in a waterproof zip-up case. If you often find that you are on the go, try Mented Brush Trio (see Mented Cosmetics). It comes with a pencil brush for greasing the bottom line of the eyelashes or corner highlight, mixing the brush to blow out the creases, and a flat toner is great for applying shimmering shades
and intense colors. Confession time: I never knew how to clean my makeup brush. It's an embarrassing thing for any beauty editor to admit. Of course, when I don't brush my makeup brushes, my skin will suffer, I'd get unwanted breakouts because in addition to applying my foundation, I'm polishing dirt and dirt on my
face every day (fine). My first thought is when my skin would go into the pot to stock up on spot-fighting serum and skin soothing masks, when all I had to do was clean my brushes more regularly. These days, if I can't get around this, I'll use a clean hand that's better than a dirty brush clogging my pores, avoiding stains,
infections, and saving money. But you don't have to just take my word for it. There are many experts who will tell you why you should brush your brushes. I spoke to dermatologist Anjali Mahto, MBBCh BSc MRCP, who told me that there were many laboratory tests where makeup elements were swabbed and showed the
growth of all kinds of different microbes that can cause infection. She went on to say that despite all this evidence, we don't clean our makeup bags and brushes enough, and if we don't make an effort to clean our brushes, then bacteria can build up on the surface from constant contact with our skin. So what kind of
infection can we expect as a result of not brushing our brushes? From contaminated mascara and eyeliner, we can get conjunctivitis. And the bad news is if you're a contact lens owner, as you could contract a condition called keratitis, where bacteria from makeup make the contact lenses contaminate and cause
problems with the cornea of the eye. As if that wasn't enough, Mahto went on to say that bacteria such as staphylococcus epidermis and staphylococcus were found in cosmetic products in laboratory tests. Now though this should not be alarming, as they usually live on the skin of healthy people they can cause problems
in those with weakened immune systems. Finally, microbes such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa and MRSA can also On old makeup and cause more serious inflammation and sepsis, which can sometimes be life-threatening, warns Mahto. So, about that five-minute cleaning job you don't want to do... That doesn't seem
so bad right now, does it? All this means that we must necessarily clean our brushes on a regular basis. But to do that you need a decent guide on how to do it. As well as some of Mahto's expert advice, we've also collected tips from some of the world's leading makeup artists on how they clean them. Personally, I have
always used shampoo, but there are many other products that you can use. But what do the experts turn to? Legendary Bobby Brown recommends a gentle soap and detergent, Kim Kardashian West's regular make-up artist Mario Dedivanovic prefers to use baby shampoo and antibacterial tea tree oil to add max three
drops of oil to shampoo, while YSL Global Beauty Director and make-up artist Tom Pecheaux uses organic soap such as Savon de Marcel Olive Oil soap ($15). Brown, once again, has some great tips. With brushes that you use for concealer or foundation, it is best to clean them once a week to prevent the accumulation
of the product. Which makes sense since you don't want your skin to break out. However, for eye brushes, you can wash them twice a month. As for Mahto, while she says that makeup brushes should be cleaned at least once a month, she also says that if you use brushes daily, they may need to be washed more often.
Noted. The best method I've found when it comes to cleaning my makeup brush is to make sure there's a decent amount of cleaning products in my hand and swirl the brush in the palm of my hand with a little water until it makes the foam. I continue to do this and then repeatedly rinse it under the faucet until the brush
no longer leaves traces of makeup on my arm. Exactly the way you would judge to wash shampoo or dye out your hair. Makeup artist Hung Vanngo, who tends to the faces of Rosie Huntington-Whiteley and Kate Bosworth, has the following method for cleaning his brush: I pour a liquid brush detergent into a small bowl
and then dip into one brush at a time, swirling the brush around in a bowl. While there are many methods, the idea is to make sure that there is no product left on the brushes and they work clearly underwater. Hat tip lauren Conrad, who suggests that when wetting the brush that you use warm water and focus on the
brush, and avoid where the bristles meet the handle as it can loosen the glue. After that, Dedivanovic says he gives his brushes a final rinse, squeeze them gently with his fingers and put them on a clean towel to dry. Finally, it's worthless that the brush doesn't Items in your makeup bag that can cause infection.
Tweezers and eyelash curlers can also be the culprit. Mahto recommends using alcoholic wipes to clean cleaning Also, to make things easier, choose clear makeup bags and immediately replace any products that have changed in their smell, color or texture. Here's to save money and have beautiful skin. e.l.f. Studio
Daily Brush Shampoo $4 Store Johnson Baby Shampoo $7 Store MAC Brush Cleanser $17 Shop Body Shop Tea Tree Oil $11 Shop BareMinerals Fast Brush Change Cleaning Spray $16 Shop Shop
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